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Foreward

I am delighted to welcome these two student and 
practice teacher reports as they underline our 
commitment in Tusla to the ongoing training and 
education of social workers and social care workers. 
In order for Tusla to achieve its vision of empowering 
families to keep children safe we need workers 
who want to help others and undergo the training 
necessary to work with respect and kindness. We 
want to support the universities in their training by 
providing high quality placements for students and 
committed practice educators who can guide this 
experiential learning.

These reports show that students value their placements in Tusla and 
highlight a number of important elements including the supervision 
they receive, the challenging experiences we provided, the team support 
and the discipline of recording. Practice teachers in their report showed 
overwhelmingly that they would offer future placements, they valued the 
preparation and the ICT equipment provided. The report highlights the 
positives for the practice teachers saying ‘the student energises the team’ and 
it provided an ‘opportunity to slow down my thinking and interrogate why 
we intervene the way we do’. This is part of what helps Tusla in becoming a 
learning organisation.

We are learning from this feedback and will continue to build on these 
initiatives over the next years as we work to grow the numbers of social 
workers and social care workers to respond to the needs of children and 
families in Ireland.

Bernard Gloster 
Chief Executive
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Introduction to the Practice Development    
and Improvement Project (PDIP)

The Practice Development and Improvement Project (PDIP), located in the 
Office of the Chief Social Worker in Tusla - the Child and Family Agency, has 
been established as part of the response to the recommendations in the HIQA 
inspection report of June 20181 and the subsequent DCYA Expert Assurance 
Group recommendations produced in their September 2019 report2.

The overall aim of the five year planning Framework 
developed for the PDIP is to train, recruit and retain a 
skilled, competent and quality social work and social care 
staff equipped to practice effectively in delivering services 
to and improving outcomes for children and families.

The PDIP aims to:

•   Provide co-ordinated, consistent and quality student 
practice placements 

•  Develop practice teacher/educator competence

•   Provide comprehensive supports to early career social 
workers

•  Develop a post qualifying framework

In order to deliver on the associated logic model and 
project plan an Implementation Team has been established 
including senior internal (Operations, HR, WLD) and 
external (DCEDIY, 3rd level) staff. (See Appendix One for 
members of the Implementation Team).

1 HIQA Report 2018
2 EAG Report 2019

https://www.hiqa.ie/sites/default/files/2018-06/HIQA-Investigation-Report.pdf
https://assets.gov.ie/48194/18906f6d5e294c12a8ba9f62b729181b.pdf
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Student placements in Tusla

Tusla has a long tradition of and commitment to providing quality and consistent 
practice placements to student social workers and social care workers. Practice 
placement learning enables students to acquire the standards of proficiency 
for their profession and become safe, competent practitioners willing to accept 
personal and professional accountability for their work (CORU)3.

Practice placement involves a partnership between Tusla, 
the student and the university. Good practices that exist 
are concerned with enhancing the learning outcomes for 
students and with the efficient management and delivery 
of practices to promote quality outcomes for all partners 
throughout the practice education process. 

Tusla’s Student Placement Co-ordination System

In an effort to standardise the student experience that 
we offer and to ensure that students have a rewarding, 
challenging and quality learning experience which 
adequately prepares them to practice as social workers 
and social care workers, we have developed a co-ordinated 
and coherent student placement co-ordination system, 
in collaboration with the Higher Education Institutes 
(HEIs). The system has been operational in the Agency 
since January 2020. 520 placements are required for 
students in the six colleges, UCC, UCD, TCD, Maynooth, 
NUIG, IT Sligo, providing social work education and 
training. Students can only do one statutory placement of 
the two completed so Tusla is providing almost half, 260, 
of the required student placements annually. In 2021 the 
student placement co-ordinated system was extended 
to all social care education providers who are operating 
under the Tusla model.

The standards developed as part of the co-ordination 
system reflect Tusla’s commitment to the provision of 
student placements and are designed to promote quality and 
consistency in practice placement provision, yet are flexible 
enough to allow for continued innovation, improvement and 
development in practice placements within the Agency. Key 
features of the co-ordination system include:

•   20 student placement co-ordinators are in place, one in 
each of the 17 Areas, 2 covering adoption services and 1 
covering residential placements nationally. Additional 
co-ordinators are in place for social care placements in 
some Areas. These social work/social care practitioners 
(Senior Social Work Practitioners, Team Leaders, 
PSWs, Professional Support Managers, Social Care 
Leaders) are co-ordinating practice teachers and student 
placements in liaison with their equivalents in the colleges. 

•   A ‘Student Placement Guidance’ aligned to CORU 
proficiency domains and practice teacher educator 
competencies is guiding the facilitation of placements. 
The guidance forms part of Tusla’s long term strategic 
objective of recruiting and retaining a high quality, 
competent workforce. The document provides a 
structured and supportive approach for line managers 
which raises the standard and quality of placements, 
facilitates the professional development of practice staff 
and promotes the Agency as an employer of choice.

    The Guidance includes:

    -   Tusla standards

    -   CORU standards

    -   Eligibility criteria for Practice Teachers/Educators

    -    Practice Teachers/Practice Educators’ competencies 
based on experience, knowledge and skills

    -    Pre-placement requirements for both students and 
Tusla around practical issues relating to Garda vetting, 
pre-placement online training (Children First, GDPR)

    -    Email/NCCIS set up, Travel & Subsistence, access to 
desks, laptops, phones etc.

    -    Placement activity including induction and 
distinction between 1st and 2nd placement activity

    -    Practical student pack centred around location, team, 
professional conduct, performance requirements etc.

•   Tusla ICT is providing all social work and social care 
students with IT equipment (laptop and phone) to 
enable them to complete their placements effectively 
and to enable remote working. 

•   All students are being set up on MS Teams to facilitate 
remote working. 

•   All colleges are receiving an online Signs of Safety 
briefing from practice leads prior to commencement of 
placement.

•   All students receive NCCIS training (locally or 
nationally)

3 CORU

https://www.coru.ie/files-education/swrb-standards-of-proficiency-for-social-workers.pdf
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It is worth noting that although Tusla and other placement 
providing organisations have been supporting students 
for decades, support for students is currently taking place 
in the context of a dearth of social work graduates and 
an expansion of social work positions across all social 
services providers. Tusla at this time is also seeking to 
recruit significant numbers of social workers to work in 
child protection services and increase its ability to provide 
a quality service to children and families. This means that 
we need to ensure that we train students to the highest 
levels and that we retain them in the Agency building their 
resilience and capacity, including in their early experiences.

Practice Teacher Feedback Questionnaire

To measure impact and inform and ensure continuous 
practice improvement both student and practice 
teacher feedback questionnaires are being disseminated 
post placements. The Practice Teachers’ Feedback 
Questionnaire is designed to collect data and information 
in relation to the overall experience of practice teachers 
hosting students on placement in Tusla. Tusla is 
committed to providing quality and consistent student 
practice placements. This questionnaire has been 
developed to help the agency standardise the experience 

it offers and to ensure that students have a rewarding, 
challenging, and quality learning experience which 
adequately prepares them to be a social work and social 
care practitioner. Critical to this is the role that practice 
teachers play in the management and supervision of 
placements and the provision of a range of experiences 
and learning and development opportunities for students.

This is the first formal standardised feedback questionnaire 
to be sent to the practice teachers of a cohort of students 
on placement in Tusla. The questionnaire involved a 
series of demographic questions, quantitative questions 
and qualitative open ended questions, to facilitate 
additional comments to either elaborate on selections 
made throughout the survey or provide more details. (See 
Appendix Two for the full questionnaire).

The purpose of this questionnaire is to gain insight into 
the experience of practice teachers hosting students on 
placement in Tusla and what their experience has been 
in relation to preparation for the placement, induction, 
placement activities, learning opportunities, overall 
experience and recommendations for improvement.  The 
data will be used to help inform Tusla of how to continue to 
provide good quality placement experiences for students. 

Method

The Student Placement Feedback Questionnaire was 
disseminated to students on 29th of March 2021 and the 
practice teachers from the September 2020 and January 
2021 cohort of placements were sent the questionnaire on 
April 28th to give them an opportunity to reflect on their 
placements. It was sent to a total of 159 practice teachers.  

The questionnaire originally was to remain open for 
a period of four weeks and close on the 28th of May. 
However, due to the impact of the Health Service 
Cyberattack, which included Tusla, resulting in a whole 
system shut down, the questionnaire was paused during 
this time. When Tusla systems were operational again, a 
reminder email was sent out on the 7th of July with a new 
closing date of the 12th of August. 
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Findings from the Questionnaire

A total of 119 responses were collected by the Tusla LimeSurvey system, 
representing a 75% response rate. 

71 of these had complete responses to the questionnaire. 
48 of these were partial responses where respondents 
had started the questionnaire to some degree but did not 
complete and submit the whole questionnaire. Of the 48 
recorded partial responses, there were 27 collected by 
the survey system that included no data and were blank, 
meaning 27 people clicked on and opened the survey but 
answered no questions. 

There were also 6 duplicates of respondents who had 
started the questionnaire at one point and then restarted it 
and completed it in full at a later date. There was also one 
duplicate of a respondent who started the questionnaire 
on two separate occasions to varying degrees but did not 
complete the full questionnaire either time.

Therefore, in addition to the 71 fully completed responses, 
there was also a total of 14 partial responses with data that 
will be reported on. These 14 respondents completed the 
questionnaire to some degree but did not complete the full 
questionnaire and answer every single question. These 
respondents stopped completing the questionnaire at 
different times. Taking account of complete, incomplete 

or partial responses to the survey a total of 53% of those 
surveyed completed the questionnaire.

It is important to note that during 2020 and 2021 student 
placements, Ireland was under a Level 5 lockdown due 
to the Covid-19 pandemic. Tusla, as the dedicated state 
agency for child protection and welfare, is considered an 
essential service and work continued, however, it did so 
in a limited capacity with priority given to three areas: 
frontline child protection services, supporting children 
in care and supporting domestic, sexual and gender based 
violence response services. This is a crucial context to 
consider when analysing this data and creating and reading 
this report because it did impact the placement experience 
for many of the students on placement and limited the 
opportunities that practice teachers could provide for their 
students, as evident in the qualitative data. 

A complementary feedback questionnaire for students 
regarding their placement experience was also developed 
and disseminated. A separate report has been created for 
this questionnaire data. 
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Respondent roles and location

Was this a 
first or second 
placement? 

Respondents were asked demographic questions 
including name, course, year of course, first or second 
placement, and area where placement was undertaken. 

There were 85 practice teachers who responded to the 
Questionnaire with partial or full data to be reported on.

Of the 85 practice teachers who responded, the students they 
hosted included 8 students in their third year of Bachelor 
of Social Work (9%), 65 in their First Year of Masters (76%), 
and 12 in their Second Year of Masters (14%). 

Year of Course
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Area where placement undertaken?

All regions and areas were represented. The largest 
response rate came from Dublin North East and Dublin 
Mid Leinster, with smaller but sizeable responses from 
the South and West. 

We did not ask practice teachers in which Team they 
provided their placement as in some cases this was too 
easily identifiable, however the majority of placements 
were in Screening, Duty and Intake, Child Protection and 
Welfare, Children in Care and Fostering teams. A small 
number of students were provided with the opportunity to 
complete their placements in more specialist or national 
teams in the Agency, for example, the Adoption Service.
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For 39 (46%) of the respondents this was their first time 
taking a student. while 45 respondents (54%) had taken a 
student previously. 

First Second
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This was my first 
time being a 

practice teacher
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Three Years Four Years+

Was this your first time taking a student? 

If no, how long have you been a practice teacher? 

How long 
have you been 
a practice 
teacher?

Respondents were asked that if this was not their first 
time hosting a student, how long have they been a practice 
teacher. The answer options were: ‘this was my first time 
taking a student’, ‘one year’, ‘two years’, ‘three years’, or 
‘four years or more’. 
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Yes No This was not my first time 
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If yes, did you complete a practice teacher course? 

If this was their first time taking a student, respondents 
were asked whether they completed a practice teacher 
course. Respondents had the option to mark ‘This was 
not my first time taking a student’, ‘Yes’, or ‘No’. For 14 
respondents (17%) this was not their first time taking a 
student. 58 respondents (69%) marked Yes and 12 (14%) 
marked No. 

It is important to note that there was clearly confusion 
as to how to answer this section of questions since how 
a respondent answered would be dependent on how 
they answered previous questions. This is an important 
observation and will be taken into consideration when 
revising the questionnaire before it is sent out again in the 
future. The data from this question set about being a first-time 
practice teacher and practice teacher courses, while valuable, 
is not completely accurate due to the misunderstanding of 
how to answer the question by some respondents. 

Did you 
complete a 
practice teacher 
course?
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What course was it and when did you take it?
The colleges mentioned in the comments were the 
following: 

•   Trinity: 16

•   UCD: 18

•   Maynooth: 10

•   UCC: 11

There was a variety of answers. Some respondents had 
taken more than one course and from different universities 
and/or they attended a course that was a joint course 
between two universities. A handful of respondents had 
also completed a course outside of Ireland at some point in 
their career but then took another course from a university 
in Ireland. 

Yes Partially No
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70

This was not my first time 
being a practice teacher

Was the course helpful? 

Was the course 
helpful?

Respondents were asked whether the course they 
took was helpful. 56 respondents (67%) said ‘Yes’, 15 
respondents (18%) said ‘Partially’ and 4 respondents (5%) 
said ‘No’. 9 respondents (11%) marked ‘This was not my 
first time taking a student’. 

•   Sligo IT: 5

•   DKIT:  2

•   NUIG: 1

•   AIT: 1
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What was missing and/or what would have made 
the course more helpful to you as a first-time 
practice teacher?

The comments left by 49 respondents for this question about elements 
missing or what would have been helpful were largely around undertaking 
a longer course, more clarity or more specific information / examples. 

Longer duration

More guidance on how to 
evaluate student and how 
to write up practice teacher 
assessment of professional 
competence, an example 
would have been sufficient

The course was very vague/lacked clarity. When 
asking for clarity [the college] responded “what do you 
think?”, especially in relation to questions around the 
students project and the practice teacher report

It will be useful to 
have a refresher 
course offered 
every 3 years.

More practical 
examples of the 
placement reports.

Too short. 
Possibility a 5 
day training.

More clarity from 
[the college] on what  
is expected. Their 
response to any 
questions was always  
“what do you think?”.

Liked to have a bit more 
detail on supervision  
with students, what to 
put in/not put in

Additional individual 
support for Practice 
Educators in their 
first year

Clearer information as to the theories and methods 
explored in college - what anti-oppressive practice models 
and human rights perspectives were focused on in college 
so that these could be integrated into the placement 
experience more successfully’
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In this section, there were some respondents who left comments about elements of 
the course they attended that were helpful or that they found valuable. 

I found the course informative and the 
information provided supported us 
during the placement.

Very
Satisfactory

Satisfactory Neither Satisfactory
or Unsatisfactory
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Unsatisfactory Very Unsatisfactory

It was quite a standard course on both 
campuses and the learning value is good 
where one meets with other practice 
teachers and receive time out to reflect on 
the theoretical side of the course content

The course was excellent and really 
took the participant through student 
needs, placement needs, expectations 
of practice teachers, reflection on 
one’s own learning.

It was very helpful and I felt 
it addressed many of the 
issues I was pre-empting 
and considering

How would 
you rate your 
overall practice 
teaching 
experience?

Placement Experience:

Practice teacher respondents to the Questionnaire were 
asked questions in the following areas, preplacement, 
induction, placement activities, learning opportunities. 
They were asked whether or not their student had been 
provided with certain experiences or engaged in certain 
activities throughout their placement experience and to 
provide comments regarding their answers. 

Overall Placement Experience

The first question respondents were asked was ‘How 
would you rate your overall practice teaching experience?’ 
on a scale of ‘Very Satisfactory’ to ‘Very Unsatisfactory’. 
Respondents were also asked and given space to provide 
reasons for their answer or additional comments. 
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Of the 84 respondents, 25 (30%) of the practice teachers 
marked Very Satisfactory, 47 (56%) marked Satisfactory, 
6 (7%) respondents marked Neither Satisfactory nor 
Unsatisfactory, 3 (3.5%) marked Unsatisfactory and finally 
3 (3.5%) marked Very Unsatisfactory.

When asked to elaborate on why they chose the option 
they did about overall placement experience, a majority 
of practice teachers left comments saying they enjoyed 
the experience and thought that the placements went 
well. A majority also did note that while enjoyable, the 
experience was also challenging, involved a lot of work 
and Covid-19 restrictions made it difficult. 

It is encouraging to be 
able to reflect and provide 
learning experiences to 
students, particularly when 
they are eager to learn and 
open to feedback. It develops 
practitioners own skill base in 
supervising, managing staff 
and decision making processes.

I really enjoyed having a student and I would certainly 
do it again.  I had an excellent student who was very 
capable and worked more like a second year student 
than a first year.

Considering 
the additional 
challenge of Covid 
19, the placement 
went relatively well.

I have really enjoyed my practice teaching experience. It is however my first placement in a 
number of years and it is most definitely a more time consuming activity than in the past. An 
example of this is that the college asked for weekly supervision if possible which I worked to 
as much as was possible. We also had informal supervision when direction was needed more 
immediately. I myself have definitely learned from the experience and will be sharper on 
meeting the Coru requirements on the next occasion.

I really enjoyed having a student. It was challenging, as it was my first time taking a student 
and especially given the Covid-19 restrictions. However I felt this was a welcome distraction in 
some way, the student was very capable and engaging and it was easy to deal with any issues. I 
enjoyed the process of guiding and supporting a student. I found I learnt a lot about myself as a 
practitioner also and the experience made me really look at how I provide the service and how 
best to do this, with fresh eyes.

“There is great learning for a   
practice teacher over the course   
of the placement. Not only do you  
provide a very important learning 
experience for the student but it provides 
the practice teacher with new skills such 
as, mentoring, supervision and case 
management and priority.”
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I thoroughly enjoyed the experience, the student was 
keen to learn and proactive.  I enjoyed supervision 
linking theory to practice and seeing the student mature, 
grow and develop in both confidence and competence. “While busy and 

challenging especially 
during covid, I felt 
very supported by 
management and 
team. Student was 
very competent 
and eager to 
learn and take on 
opportunities.”

Satisfactory, felt supported by (X college) and the practice handbook was a good toolkit to work 
off in terms of using the coru proficiency as a guideline etc.  However, the handbook had not been 
updated for covid regulations and the meetings with the other practice teachers and coordinators 
would have been more supportive in person but this was not possible for safety reasons.

‘I had completed my practice teacher training after I had my 1st student.  I found the training 
excellent in understanding the needs of the student and college as well as meeting the needs 
of the social work team.  I was also able to obtain support as and when needed by the colleges, 
who were running call in days for the practice teachers as well as the students.  This enabled a 
network to form and good supports available if there were any challenges with the student.

This was students first placement, 
who came with very limited social 
work experience, or indeed work 
experience.  While it was at times 
very time consuming in terms of 
the level of support and guidance 
required, her progression and 
learning was great to observe.

I really enjoyed the practice teacher 
experience.  The learning curves for 
me were around  management and 
being organised. I really enjoyed the 
reflection pieces in supervision. That’s 
something we don’t always get to do in 
our everyday practice.
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‘I shared the placement with a colleague which was a great support as a first time practice 
teacher.  We had an excellent student who was open to learning and interested in the area. 
We had great support from (X college) placement coordinator and found the CPD schedule 
valuable for support and learning.

The placement went very well - the student was very capable. I had taken my own experience 
of being on placement and decided on things that I would have wanted and things I wanted 
to avoid from my own placements. I had steady contact with the student and had a good level 
of work and tasks for the student to do. The student was not left to their own devices for any 
extended period of time and an appropriate level of work and responsibility was given.
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Although the majority of comments left in this section 
highlighted the positive experiences respondents had 
while hosting students on placements and what they 
liked or found valuable, many respondents also left 
comments about challenges they had and/or aspects of 
the placement experience they did not enjoy or impacted 
their overall experience. 

These comments were mostly related to the Covid-19 
restrictions, increased workload while hosting a student, 
and the level of support required to provide to students. 

I enjoyed having a 
student on placement 
with me but had 
forgotten just how 
much work it is. The 
placement took place 
in Level 5 restrictions 
and there were very 
few referrals to the 
team the student was 
placed on. This made 
access to appropriate 
learning opportunities 
difficult. The student 
also required a lot of 
support.

‘the beginning of the placement was frustrating, as 
there were delays in getting setting up on emails and 
trainings for NCCIS. There were also issues with 
setting up HSEland training. These can and should all 
be done prior to placement start.

As this was my first time 
practice teacher training 
the overall workload and 
time spent on the student 
and reports was more 
than I had anticipated.

there are some difficulties 
in practice teaching 
in a pandemic. face to 
face contact was limited 
thus impacting on the 
relationship building 
with a student.

Covid was too difficult 
to have a student in 
child protection. The 
students also this year 
seemed significantly 
different to previous 
students in how 
prepared and aware of 
real world social work 
they were.

Overall it has been a great experience, you take a lot from 
it within your own practice and it brings you back to the 
basics and reminds you of the importance of reflective 
practise. But, taking a student also adds a lot to your 
current workload, specifically at the moment with remote 
working, there isn’t that team-wide approach as there 
normally is when it comes to taking a student and the 
support with that is less.

covid restrictions 
really limited learning 
experiences. more 
could’ve been done 
remotely to simulate 
CPCS, FCRs etc.
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Pre-placement Preparation

Respondents were asked to indicate whether they had 
provided the following activities as part of their student’s 
pre-placement experience. Respondents could choose 
between ‘Yes’, ‘Partially’, and ‘No’ for an answer and 
were asked and given space to provide any additional 
comments regarding any of their answers and their 
overall pre-placement experience. 

When asked to expand on any of their answers or 
provide additional comments regarding pre-placement 
preparation, there were mixed responses relating to how 
prepared practice teachers felt going into their placements, 
as well as responses detailing the ways practice teachers 
prepared their students for placement. 

Several practice teachers provided commentary stating 
that they felt very well prepared for the placement. The 
student’s phone and laptop were ready either on the day or 
within the first two weeks and topics to cover and trainings 
to be completed were discussed early on in the placement.’

My student was provided with sufficient pre-
placement information which adequately prepared 
them for the placement.  

(N.B. This was supposed to be included in the  
questionnaire but was not in the LimeSurvey version 
therefore there is no data on it)

Covid-19 information and advice for staff

Children First / GDPR training

Return to work / Remote working process

Phone and laptop set up

Communication with college and Tusla

77 (93%)

74 (89%)

69 (83%)

68 (82%)

80 (96%)

6 (7%)

7 (8%)

11 (13%)

11 (13%)

3 (4%)

3 (4%)

4 (5%)

2 (2%)

PRE-PLACEMENT YES PARTIALLY NO
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I felt that everything was in place and if it wasn’t it was 
easily sought, through NCCIS, ICT and the placement 
facilitator.

Regional placement 
coordinator had 
ensured that 
practice teacher 
had relevant 
materials for 
placement.

The first three items were discussed with the student prior to placement commencement. The 
Covid 19 return to work form was completed before commencement of placement but Covid 19 
training and GDPR training were completed after placement began, once student was provided 
with the laptop and set up by IT.  This worked very well in that I had the laptop within a day of the 
placement commencing and the student was set up and completed all training within another day.

There was enough information 
provided by TUSLA around the 
above. In particular, phone and 
lap top organisation made it a 
smooth transition in the initial 
stages for both the student and 
myself. This was well organised.

All of the above was covered and 
completed and ready to go on Day 1 
which was brilliant.  The college done 
the training just before the student came 
so it was fresh in your head. We had an 
excellent co-ordinator in (X placement 
co-ordinator) who done a lot of the 
groundwork for students coming.

Although several practice teachers provided positive 
feedback about their pre-placement experience, there was 
also some practice teachers who did not feel as prepared 
as they would have liked. These comments were largely 
surrounding phone and laptop set up. 

It took a month to get a laptop delivered and set up and my 
student never received a mobile phone in the end; after six 
weeks of trying we gave up...

laptop/folders/
phone set up 

could be clearer
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Induction

Respondents were asked to indicate whether they 
provided the following activities as part of their student’s 
induction. Respondents could choose between ‘Yes’, 
‘Partially’, and ‘No’ for an answer and were asked and 
given space to provide any additional comments regarding 
any of their answers and the overall induction experience. 

Induction helped the student to understand their 
role, responsibilities, Tusla Area services and 
structure e.g.  child protection, fostering, TESS, 
DSGBV, PPFS.

Getting to know allied services and agencies Tusla 
works with (virtually)

Tusla HUB – EPPI, Signs of Safety, Health and 
Wellbeing

Tusla online training/courses

Training on the National Child Care Information 
System (NCCIS)

Personal office space / desk

MS Teams, ICT Support

Covid-19 guidance on delivery of frontline services

National business processes

Policies e.g. Health and Safety, Code of Conduct

Legislation 

69 (85%)

64 (79%)

74 (91%)

76 (94%)

67 (83%)

64 (79%)

69 (85%)

76 (94%)

76 (94%)

54 (67%)

71 (88%)

12 (15%)

15 (19%)

7 (9%)

5 (6%)

8 (10%)

13 (16%)

12 (15%)

5 (6%)

5 (6%)

23 (28%)

10 (12%)

6 (7%)

4 (5%)

4 (5%)

2 (2%)

INDUCTION YES PARTIALLY NO
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Respondents were asked and given space to expand on any 
of their answers or provide additional comments regarding 
their student’s induction process. A large portion of the 
comments from respondents detailed what they offered as 
part of their induction and when they provided it or what 
activities from the questionnaire list were not relevant 
because of the specific team the student was on. 

TUSLA (X Area) 
have also developed 
an online induction 
module which the 
student found very 
helpful as not only 
expanding on the 
roles of each team 
the student was able 
to see different team 
members/PSWs and 
they found this very 
helpful especially in 
Covid times when much 
of the communication 
with other teams was 
online/email.

Induction Pack was given to student. We created a 
weekly induction session for students to meet services/
agencies/trainings. There was lots of online training 
prepared and signed up for in advance e.g. NVR, 
NCCIS, Children First. 

My student was provided information on all of the 
above, many of which was discussed and revisited 
throughout the placement.

MS teams took one or two 
days to set up but was 
really quick. The student 
was given a folder with 
everything in it and 
asked to sign once read.

In addition to the 
above, induction 
included reading 
files, completing a 
chronology and access 
to a security fob.

We spent the first 
two weeks of the 
induction supporting 
the student with the 
above. Following this, 
there was a six week 
training plan that 
was very useful.

The student reported at the agency two weeks prior to her 
placement for induction and to familiarise herself with 
the place and also to see her allocated working desks. 
Request for MS Teams and IT support were made before 
the placement began and the set up was done by the IT team 
while the student was on placement. The student was given 
the opportunity to read all the legislation and policies in the 
first week of placement. Most of the training were attended 
during placement online via MS Teams.

Our team have created 
an induction pack that 
is relevant for our team 
and also a research 
folder to support 
student learning.

Student completed a lot of online 
training during her first two week 
induction period which was beneficial.
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Although a majority of respondents did say they provided 
the specific activities listed for the student’s induction, 
and a majority of comments where respondents could 
expand on their induction experience were positive, there 
were comments from respondents stating that there were 
delays or difficulties with some of the induction activities 
or there were aspects they would have liked to have 
covered more in depth.  

There are severe difficulties with 
access to space and appropriate 
working conditions for staff and 
students - a shared problem.

I was lucky my student worked on 
her own initiative and was able to 
set these up. I was too busy to do 
all these for her and so we could 
do with a standardised induction 
pack covering this.

All of the above legislation’s etc was available to my student and attention was paid to all areas. 
NCCIS training was offered online which left the student unsure of the use of it etc as it is a 
difficult training it would be more beneficial in person.

The NCCIS training was impacted for student due to the unforeseen cyber attack.  I did some 
training with the student and she developed some knowledge before her placement ended. The 
computer and phone was late coming and early going back due to the cyber attack which was 
disappointing and made our working lives harder due to this factor. We got around this by the 
student having access to my laptop from 8-9 am each day and also where possible was able to 
use the PT’s mobile phone.

Not enough desks but due to semi-
remote working student always sat at 
the desk next to mine as colleague would 
work from home those days.
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Placement Activities

Respondents were asked to indicate whether they provided 
the following activities as part of their student’s Placement 
Activities. Respondents could choose between ‘Yes’, 
‘Partially’, and ‘No’ for an answer and were asked and given 
space to provide any additional comments regarding any of 
their answers and their overall placement activities. There 
was a note in the questionnaire directions in this section 
stating that Tusla placements are varied and that not all 

of placement activities would have been offered for every 
placement depending on what team / department a student 
was placed in. 

There was also a space to mark ‘other placement activities 
not listed’ and to specify the additional placement activity. 

Overall my student was provided with enough 
practice activity to satisfy CORU proficiency domain 
competencies

Weekly supervision 

Completion of network checks and interviews

Completion of Intake Records

Preliminary enquiries

Case work and management

Co-working cases with practice teacher

Development of assessment/analytical skills

Office/home visits

Signs of Safety—mapping, safety statements, and 
safety goals and plan

Direct work with children

Standardised National Business Processes

74 (93%)

63 (79%)

74 (93%)

48 (60%)

59 (74%)

70 (88%)

70 (88%)

69 (86%)

58 (73%)

59 (74%)

63 (79%)

59 (74%)

5 (6%)

9 (11%)

4 (5%)

14 (18%)

13 (16%)

10 (12%)

8 (10%)

9 (11%)

14 (17.5%)

19 (24%)

12 (15%)

13 (16%)

8 (10%)

2 (2.5%)

2 (2.5%)

8 (10%)

5 (6%)

8 (10%)

2 (2.5%)

8 (10%)

18 (23%)

1 (1%)

2 (2.5%)

PLACEMENT ACTIVITY YES PARTIALLY NO
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Chronologies

Group supervision

Student’s own independent case work

Access - arranging, facilitation and supervision

Report / letter writing 

Shadowing / observing 

Observation of Court

Child Protection Conferences

Child in Care Reviews 

Attendance at Team meetings

Recording of case notes/minutes of meetings

Reviewing files/file structure/filing

Other

Professionals’ meetings

Family Welfare Conferences

Fostering committees/reviews/link work

43 (54%)

69 (86%)

50 (62.5%)

39 (49%)

70 (87.5%)

71 (89%)

49 (61%)

36 (45%)

16 (20%)

60 (75%)

35 (44%)

72 (90%)

74 (92.5%)

75 (94%)

72 (90%)

41 (51%)

20 (25%)

11 (14%)

15 (19%)

10 (12.5%)

10 (12.5%)

9 (11%)

7 (9%)

10 (12.5%)

13 (16%)

5 (6%)

11 (14%)

7 (9%)

4 (5%)

5 (6%)

7 (9%)

3 (4%)

24 (30%)

34 (42.5%)

51 (64%)

34 (42.5%)

1 (1%)

2 (2.5%)

1 (1%)

35 (44%)

15 (19%)

31 (39%)

17 (21%)

15 (19%)

PLACEMENT ACTIVITY YES PARTIALLY NO
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33 respondents left comments about additional 
placement activities they provided to their students. 
These additional activities included: 

It is a fostering placement 
therefore roles included 
support to foster carers and 
fostering reviews

Provided one to one 
support with parents 
and completed funding 
applications

Foster Care 
Reviews, Placement 
Breakdown 
meetings.

CPD 
presentation

review of inquiry reports 
and group presentation 
on the impact of trauma.

Linking in with other 
agencies in the community 
and completion of 
training outside of Tusla.

Integrating 
theory to Practice, 
Presentation in case 
review meetings etc

Adoption Group Preparation 
Training and Fostering Training

Observation of Specialist garda 
Interviews

Transferring file from one social work 
area to another.

Working as part of a multi-disciplinary 
team, developing counselling skills.

agency visits 
online

Statutory visit 
to Children in 
Care.
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Interviewing former 
service users on their 
service experience and 
writing up these for 
use by the team. She 
gave verbal feedback 
to the team during our 
meetings and had to 
follow up on absent 
information such as 
current telephone 
numbers.

Garda Strategy 
Meetings, Signs of Safety 
Network Meetings

Student attended the Intergenerational Trauma 
Conference 2021 and Attachment Relationships in 
Tusla Practice on the Tusla Hub

commissioning 
professional assessments 
(psychological 
assessments)

research on specific 
areas in fostering, 
interviewing birth 
children for the purpose 
of setting up a group for 
birth children

Student group project 
- care planning

Student maintained 
a CPD portfolio 
throughout placement

Co-facilitated a presentation to the 
team; prepared a piece for the Fostering 
Newsletter

researching services in rural areas

CYSPC

Group Work

Placing Children in 
care, visiting care 
residentials, child in 
care reviews, CPCs
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Respondents were asked to expand on any of their 
answers or provide additional comments about their 
placement activities. There were several comments from 
respondents acknowledging that they were able to provide 
wide range of learning opportunities and placement 
activities and that the majority of the placement activities 
listed they were able to provide in some form despite the 
Covid-19 restrictions or particular team they were on. 
Many respondents left comments with details of specific 
activities their student was able to participate in and the 
variety of work they were involved with. 

Working on a busy 
DCP team inevitably 
provided a wide 
range of learning 
experiences for the 
student however not 
much direct work 
with children or 
home visits took place 
due to level 5 covid 
restrictions.

Student had extensive opportunity to shadow myself 
and other colleagues and attend multiagency meetings.  
She was co-working cases which were complex 
therefore she exceeded her learning objectives. She 
completed weekly individual sessions with children. 
There were some one off opportunities e.g. court, 
access, presenting at group supervision.

Student got cross 
department experience 
to aid her learning

The student received a varied and interesting workload 
giving her plenty of experience before qualifying in
July 2021

My student was involved in 
assessments, meeting families, 
helping with DNA testing, fostering to 
adoption cases, step-parent adoption 
cases, family meetings and contact 
and reunions of adopted people with 
birth families.
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Respondents also left comments about activities they 
were not able to provide or felt like their student missed 
out on. These activities included, a whole social work team 
experience, limited or no direct face to face contact with 
children and families/home visits, limited or no direct face 
to face contact with team, limited or no opportunities to go 
into or work in an office, shadowing in general. 

My student did not get as much 
experience with the Children in 
Care team nor the Duty team as 
he would have pre-Covid, due to 
limited activities during Level 
5 lockdown (ie no in-person 
access, not able to sit in with 
duty team as working remotely.)

Due to COVID-19, the student 
did not get a full TUSLA SWD 
experience especially working 
face to face with children and 
family’s - but we did our best in 
the circumstances.

All of the above done- not as much face to face as would 
be normal e.g. direct work for some children took place 
over video call, assessment with parents on the phone 
rather than in person. Not as much home visits due to 
Covid 19 but some for children in care

“Unfortunately the opportunity   
for the student to undertake direct
work with children was hampered by the 
Covid 19 level 5 restrictions that were in 
place for the entirety of the social work 
students placement.”

face to face contact, 
face to face interviews 
and home visits were 
impacted due to Covid 
19 restrictions

A placement in child protection 
offers a variety of cases and so 
a student will usually get all the 
placement activity they need, 
this year due to covid some of 
these were carried out online 
and not in person and there was 
only a few access to supervise

We did the best 
we could under 
the restrictions 
and me being a 
psw WITH NO 
TEAM FOR HER 
T0 SHADOW

This form is 
social work 
focused so a lot 
not relevant

I was able to provide my student with his own work and to shadow a lot of different activities 
on the team’s case load. The part he did not get as much of was the direct and informal 
communication with peers and colleagues due to the working from home direction.
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Learning Opportunities

Respondents were asked to indicate which answer best 
describes their student’s learning opportunities during 
their placement as well as if they received sufficient 
support from their line manager or management team. 

They were also asked and given space to expand on any of 
their answers or provide additional comments regarding 
learning opportunities during their placement. 

My student was provided with a good level of 
responsibility

My student was provided with a good variety of work 
exposure and experience

As a practice teacher I was provided with sufficient 
support and learning opportunities from my line 
manager / management team. 

My student was provided with a sufficient amount of 
on-site practice support (both formal and informal)

73 (92%)

69 (87%)

68 (86%)

71 (90%)

6 (8%)

9 (11%)

11 (14%)

8 (10%)

1 (1%)

LEARNING OPPORTUNITIES YES PARTIALLY NO

The majority of comments left in this section about 
learning opportunities were respondents detailing what 
opportunities they were able to offer the student or what 
helped them provide a range of different opportunities to 
their student. 

My student got a lot more experience than I was 
expecting (with Covid) my caseload was busy and 
required a significant amount of face-to-face work due 
to high-risk cases. Student’s own allocated cases were 
complex and we co-worked these. My own team leader 
was very supportive of my taking a student and provided 
support and guidance where needed

My student was 
provided with most 
of the above listed. I 
was provided with 
sufficient support from 
my line manager.

This was the students first placement 
therefore there was a lot of shadowing 
and assisting but towards end of 
placement student was able to be more 
proactive and work on own initiative
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I am always supported by my line manager and the 
wider team. I try to give students as much autonomy as 
possible in the second part of their placement providing 
they show that they can be responsible and are able to 
ask for support when needed.

more long arm 
supervision due 
to Covid worked 
well. An able 
student made all 
the difference

The student was provided with a case load by my team leader. This was a case load that was 
identified as being suitable to the capabilities of a second year student. Further exposure to more 
challenging aspects of social work was given to the student by her jointly working some of my 
cases, or shadowing me during some of my meetings / visits. This was to protect the student, while 
demonstrating the seriousness of some of the abuse children in care experience.

TLs were helpful in identifying 
cases coming through or on 
waiting list that had potential for 
lots of learning for my student.

Covid severely impacted on the 
number of referrals and it was 
difficult to allocate work at the 
appropriate standard. My student 
needed quite a bit of hand holding.

There is a large team in (X office) 
and so my student was able to go with 
other social workers for experiences on 
their cases which I may have not being 
working with at the time ie access, 
attending court etc

Some respondents did leave comments saying that they 
did feel like there was some limitations or restrictions to 
their student’s learning opportunities. 

Opportunities for face to face work were limited due to 
covid-19 and due to my own involvement in time intensive 
group work during the placement (which also enriched 
student placement), I was unable to provide the same level 
of shadowing opportunities as normal.

on site face to 
face not possible 
with restrictions
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Qualitative feedback on placement: 

Do you think there were any knowledge, information or potential learning areas 
missing from your student’s placement?

A significant portion of respondents did leave comments 
saying yes there were areas or opportunities missing 
and they specified areas they thought the student 
missed out on during their placement. These included 
shadowing, attending or observing court, office work life 
experience, face to face work with both team and children 
and families, working on or observing different teams / 
departments and home visits. 

Unfortunately due to covid 
restrictions my student did 
not get the opportunity to 
shadow other teams but this 
was out of our control.

Due to covid19 restrictions and the student’s remote 
working, direct work with children was not an opportunity 
fully explored on this placement, however the student 
was able to interact with children via phone calls. Court 
attendance was also arranged during this placement, but 
the case was not heard which meant that the student did 
not get this experience, however the student was given the 
opportunity to write court report and present same to
PT in a role play towards the end of the placement.

The only thing I can 
think of is that it was 
not until closer to the 
end of the placement 
that more people started 
coming into the office 
and sometimes the best 
learning comes from 
observing and hearing 
how others conduct 
themselves on the phone 
and listening to some 
of those conversations 
and that more natural 
learning experience was 
not always there.Yes. Many. The impact of Covid, restrictions on 

visits and on working in an office significantly 
impacted this years group of students to reach the 
level previous students could reach by exposure, 
observations and availably of experiences.

yes due to covid restrictions contact 
with colleagues was reduced and 
so therefore ability to shadow 
cases, listen on phone calls and case 
discussions etc were all minimal

Student did not have the same opportunity to gather 
knowledge, information or potential learning from other 
areas of social work in Tusla during her placement due to 
covid19 lockdown during her time with us.

Due to Covid 19 restrictions 
professional meetings were 
via Microsoft teams. The 
student did not get to go to 
face to face meetings with 
other professionals and 
was unable to attend court.
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Do you think there were any practice areas 
missing from your student’s placement?

There was also a significant portion of respondents 
who said no or no despite / acknowledging Covid-19 
restrictions and limitations they did not feel like there 
was knowledge, information, or potential learning 
missing from the student’s placement. 

22 respondents said no or no despite / acknowledging 
Covid-19 restrictions and limitations.

No although Covid did add 
difficulties

No, my student was exposed 
to child protection, children in 
care and fostering. Anything 
else he didn’t get an opportunity 
to complete he read up on or we 
talked through in supervision

No. Was very 
happy with 
most recent 
placement.

No. It was a 
particularly busy 
time on the team 
so there was a 
lot of learning 
opportunities.

no as placement was conducted 
during covid pandemic and 
student got opportunity to be in 
the office 2/ 3 days and had direct 
contact with clients.

I think my student had the opportunity to learn most of 
the areas as she was able to work with my colleagues 
who had different case with some learning experience 
for the student.

No. My student was exposed to every 
available practice area.

‘No, I think for a 
first-time placement, 
enough opportunities 
were provided.
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A significant portion of respondents did leave comments 
specifying practice areas they thought their student 
missed out on during their placement. These included 
attending or observing court, office work life experience, 
face to face work with both team and children and 
families, working on or observing different teams / 
departments, and home visits. 

There were less 
opportunities to work 
with other teams or 
agency visits due to 
Covid 19. This was 
alleviated by virtual 
agency visits.

“Student was on placement 
during covid19 lockdown which
affected her placement practice experience, 
in particular not having the same opportunity 
for direct work with children and families, 
home visits or attending network meetings and 
child protection conferences, or attending any 
meeting, be it team or professional, that was
not on MS teams.”

Direct client contact was 
limited due to Covid19 
restrictions

Face to face children in care/fostering observations due 
to Covid 19.

Due to COVID there was a significant 
impact on the ability to undertake 
home visitations and this impact on the 
student’s overall client contact. However, 
with the cases she was allocated she 
received good practice experience.

I would have liked for my student to have been able to shadow/work with the CIC/duty teams, 
but accept this wasn’t possible due to Covid - we did liaise and he had contact with them, just 
not as much as would normally occur. Otherwise I feel he really got a wide range of experience, 
learning, responsibility etc.
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I enjoy teaching and mentoring 
others and having students 
helps me to enhance these skills. 
Having students also helps me 
reflect on my own practice and 
why things are done the way they 
are done in practice.

It is great to have a student who 
has experience in other areas and 
who questions what we do and 
why.  It keeps it fresh for myself, 
and I enjoy learning from their 
experiences too. I thoroughly enjoy 
teaching and tutoring, so practice 
teaching is one of my strengths.

Having a student on placement 
energises the team and keeps 
all informed of latest practice 
developments.

I really enjoyed the teacher element as a 
practice teacher. I am passionate about 
my role in child protection and it was 
lovely to discuss the positive elements of 
the role that don’t always get portrayed 
when people talk about social work. I 
loved showing (Student) all of the things 
we do at work that support families like 
providing the food hampers, helping with 
funding for college courses and talking to 
the families etc.

“having a student provides the opportunity for me as a practitioner 
to slow down my thinking and interrogate why we intervene in the 
manner we do as a service, under what legislation, what assessment 
frameworks and utilising what theory.”

What did you enjoy most about having
a student on placement?

Respondents were asked what they enjoyed most about 
providing a student placement. The comments in this 
section varied and were specific to each practice teacher, 
however, many respondents said they enjoyed how it 
made them reflect on their own practice and work. They 
also enjoyed the enthusiasm that students brought to 
the work and enjoyed watching students grow into their 
role and become more confident as time went on and the 
placement progressed. 

Someone who was open to 
learning and asked questions 
and it allowed me to learn 
pieces of work from college that 
I had forgotten about

I got the opportunity to reflect on my own 
practice with another pair of eyes observing 
me. Learning with regard to current theory.
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“I love seeing their confidence develop
over the course of the placement and where
I can see their learning is being linked to what 
they’ve learned in college or from research.”

It is always 
a pleasure to 
have a student 
on placement 
and observe the 
growth of the next 
generation of 
Social Workers and 
to be involved in 
their learning

I enjoyed the challenge, I enjoyed having to examine my own work more closely, I liked that we had 
to prepare in advance for visits, meetings etc, it meant there had to be more time given to thinking 
things through. I enjoyed supporting my student to reflect on his work, and I liked the process 
of reflecting on challenging pieces of work together on cases that we were co-working - social 
work can be isolating sometimes and this counteracted that. I felt I was able to be available both 
formally and informally to support and guide my student and I enjoyed the process.

Seeing SW through fresh eyes, 
through someone starting their 
journey, and giving me a space 
to come off a busy conveyor belt 
of intense case work to look more 
deeply at some aspects of our role 
for the purposes of teaching.

That they question what we are doing, 
which keeps everything fresh.  Also they 
bring their own learning to the office and 
their work and spread their education 
with the team.  This helps me to keep up 
to date with current social work theory 
and how it works in practice. She also 
received a letter of commendation from 
a foster carer which was also put up on 
NIMS to show good practice

I enjoy watching them develop and begin to ask questions 
and see them processing how we work more and more

Enthusiasm

I enjoyed watching their learning develop over the course 
of the placement and seeing how their views changed from 
the start of the placement to the end of the placement.
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There was a mix of answers to this question. Some 
respondents left comments about how the student 
was able to help the team and the workload and what 
kind of strengths the student brought, whereas other 
respondents left comments about what they found helpful 
in supporting a student on placement such as additional 
support from colleagues or guidance from universities.  

Element’s respondents found helpful regarding what a 
student was able to bring to the team included: 

The student was eager to learn 
which made to it easier for me as 
she was available most of the time 
even when we had to work late as 
some cases are unpredictable.

Working the Cases with me and 
having a second or different 
perspective was helpful.
Writing up case notes and 
helping with administration was 
also helpful as it gave student 
experience of case noting but also 
gave me time to do other things.

Students challenge me to connect theory 
to practice and help me get clear on 
our role and remit because of having to 
explain it to a student and support their 
learning. I also very much have enjoyed 
seeing students start off, work through 
and finish their placements to then join 
me as a colleague.

What was most helpful about having
a student on placement?

It was good having a student for 
the fresh and new perspective 
that are brought to cases, through 
observations of H/V, and meetings.  
Students have good knowledge 
on SW theories so its like a 
refresher course on SW theory for 
practitioners.

Students become part of the team and the work they 
complete is invaluable to the completion of the overall 
workload of the team.

Assistance with casework, completing 
assessments in timely manner and lots 
of minute taking for meetings which 
helped team greatly. Also help cases be 
dealt with quickly as extra member.

Having another 
person there to help 
with access visits
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“Makes you 
examine and reflect 
about linking 
theory to practice 
and approaches 
we use. Good to get 
back into reflective 
thinking.”

Having a student is like a refresher course especially in 
theory practice. Having a student helps us reflect on our 
practice more than we usually do as we have to explain 
and show that student what has happened every step 
of the way. Students also helps with network checks, 
access and other manageable task.

Having someone to 
support me with my case 
load.  At times having a 
student adds pressure 
but towards the end it 
is brilliant being able 
to rely on someone who 
can assist with your 
own busy caseload and 
completing referrals.

Student was able to take on some pieces of work that was 
outstanding on cases like chronologies, CIC plans etc.
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Other comments about what respondents found helpful 
in supporting a student included: 

A colleague also had a student 
so we collaborated a lot.

The technology that facilitated 
home and office working mix in 
level 5 covid 19 restrictions.

Very supportive element from 
(University)

Team - that enjoys having students around 
and that would give student the learning 
opportunities aside those identified by the 
practice teacher. Students- willingness 
and openness to learn and work on their 
own learning goals. Line manager’s 
support in the PT supervisory role.

I thought that the induction training 
and the laptops and phone were very 
helpful. We were able to swap some 
students between some of the Practice 
Teachers and this gave the students 
a better perspective on other parts of 
TUSLA.

partaking in the 
course supported me

Having peer Practice teachers having 
similar issues.

The IT set up 
quickly.
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I didn’t realise the amount of 
work that was included in having 
a student and near the end of the 
placement I felt exhausted as I 
didn’t have the opportunity to 
have time off myself.

The fact that as a practise teacher 
you were more busy especially at 
this COVID 19 times. One needed 
to be creative with work given to 
student and come up with useful 
ways student can not only learn 
but enjoy their learning.

It can be time consuming. Due to 
Covid remote working it took time 
to get to know her capabilities and 
set work as appropriate.

The first 5-6weeks of this current 
placement was a challenge due to the 
remote working and other technical 
issues e.g. NCCIS was not working on 
the student’s laptop, thus teaching the 
student was very challenging. Unable 
to observe the student practice as often 
as possible or to get the views of other 
colleagues on the student performance 
was a challenge at the beginning to the 
middle of this placement.

Due to staff shortages and significant 
caseload pressures I felt I was not able to 
give the student as much time as I would 
have ideally liked

What did you enjoy least about having a 
student on placement?

Respondents were asked what they enjoyed least about 
their placement. The majority of these comments were 
the time commitment and increase in workload when 
supporting a student, specifically referencing the extra 
time commitment of weekly supervision. 

Time-consuming element of 
supervision, lots of questions 
about how things work.

The time and energy needed to ensure a 
quality experience.

“Not being
physically
together made the building 
of relationship more 
challenging”
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Weekly structured supervision, when you were doing it 
informally on a daily basis. Additional report writing’

Time intensive, 
own workload 
suffers.

Can end up being very time consuming especially weekly supervision and then lots of informal 
supervision

Balancing my own caseload with 
ensuring her supervision and 
learning opportunities were not 
affected negatively.

Weekly supervision - as we linked in a 
lot informally - it became cumbersome 
towards the end of placement to fit 
supervision in. I felt that student would 
have been able to manage every 2nd 
week towards the end of placement.

Some other aspects of the placement respondents said 
they did not like included:

I could not really take any 
leave during the placement

I didn’t like that the student didn’t 
get to meet a lot of the team due to 
Covid etc., this felt so unnatural 
(but understandable)

The endings - winding down of 
placements can be difficult for 
students to manage.

Saying goodbye - I am always concerned 
for students’ future after a placement with 
me vis a vis next placement or career

Lack of interest 
and support from a 
manager

Paperwork
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It is important to note that even under this question, 
respondents said they enjoyed their overall placement or 
could not think of something they did not enjoy. 

All was good.

There was nothing that I didn’t enjoy.

I had no problems and the field 
experience was positive from beginning 
to end.

no issue, covid was challenging however this 
was outside everyone’s control
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Trying to plan out work and make 
time for face to face supervision 
in a Covid environment.

Making time for effective 
supervision and discussion

Having a student required additional time 
to organise and prepare weekly work of 
interest to the student and for supervision. 
This needs to considered in terms of 
demands on me with increased flexibility 
around these.

Fitting in the time every week for the weekly supervision and making sure that it was getting the 
time it deserved.

What did you find most challenging while 
having a student on placement?

Respondents were asked to provide commentary about 
what they thought was most challenging about having 
a student on placement. The majority of comments left 
were able to be divided under three main categories: time 
management-especially regarding supervision, workload 
balance, and working remotely / Covid-19 restrictions

There were challenges in terms 
of time-keeping with managing 
a case load and a student The first four weeks was extremely time 

consuming.

Making the time to have weekly supervision 
due to caseload management

Time management – 
particularly supervision:

Time management 
and committing to 
formal and informal 
supervision
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Sometimes it was hard to get my 
own work completed.

A lot of work and hard to get your 
own work done at times

Extra responsibility and the set up 
at the beginning required a lot of 
documentation

Within our team case allocation has 
increased due to family support workers 
no longer being able to take on cases 
therefore the caseload management tool 
is not reflective of our current caseloads 
therefore adding additional pressure 
and stress on our workload - the student 
needed to feel important and supported 
therefore I needed to work additional 
hours in evenings to make up for time 
with student.

Workload: 

Caseloads in Tusla are too high 
to devote that much time to a 
student, lacking in staff here and 
if we had more staff placement 
would have been better. High level of work was a challenge to balance 

with supporting student

“Balancing the work of having a student with my own 
caseload was challenging at times.”
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Covid-19 restrictions:

“The challenges of Covid caused me some 
anxiety initially as I was afraid of a lack of 
learning opportunities so had to be inventive.”

COVID-19 
circumstances 
and the fact the 
student didn’t 
have a car

Covid guidelines as I would have liked student to be in office more

How to manage and keep everyone 
safe from COVID 19

Covid restrictions made things more 
challenging as we were not in the office 
every day so there was less face to face 
contact.

There was times it was challenging to assess if a visit etc was safe for my student to do.  I was 
constantly conscious of her health and safety and evaluating every situation as it came which 
was hard at times when the cases were very busy. I was unsure of when the forms re first/mid 
and end forms had to be sent to the college as it was my first time having a student so for me 
meeting the college in person might have been more helpful but it was not possible due to covid.
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Respondents left various suggestions or advice to future 
practice teachers as well as suggestions to Tusla for how 
to improve or change placements. A majority of these 
comments related to having a standardised or formal 

induction pack, having ICT and NCCIS set up early on 
in the placement, and a review of the case load and time 
commitment of practice teachers. 

Tusla need a standardised 
induction pack. NCCIS training for 
students was great and should be 
automatically done every Jan and 
Sept for each semester of students.

Have an induction pack provided 
by Tusla in general with general 
things e.g. SOS, ICT, Legislation, 
Policies.A standardised induction pack with all 

relevant agency information, NCCIS, 
standard business processes, SOS, some 
policy, would be very convenient as 
preparing all of this in advance is a lot of 
work on top of preparing pieces of work, 
caseload etc. It would also ensure that 
nothing is forgotten and that each student 
gets the same information upon induction. 
(Of course practice teacher could add 
additional information as chosen)

‘I would ask that NCCIS training and 
HSELand training is set up prior to the start 
of placement. It took 2-3 weeks to set up some 
training, and the student didn’t have access 
to NCCIS for a number of weeks. With remote 
working, this proved to be very frustrating and 
limited/put strain on information sharing. 
There should also be a clearly identified IT 
support for the students to link with.

What advice or suggestions would you give to Tusla in relation to future practice 
placements for both practice teachers and students?

That they should be 
up on NCCIS and 
emails a lot sooner 
than in the past

clear instruction for 
technical set-up. Keep the 
virtual site visits as they 
see more agencies

Continue with getting IT set up 
quickly. There is great support 
from TUSLA’s placement 
coordinator in (X County).

IT set up to be 
done earlier’

Induction Pack:

IT/NCCIS set up earlier:
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Additional support for Practice Teachers.

A review of the 
practice teacher’s 
caseload.

Allow Practice Teacher more time within caseload management not just for student supervision 
but also for informal supervision and taking time to sit with student to complete tasks etc.

Support for Practice teachers 
including time for additional 
pieces of work including 
supervision with student.

Tusla to consider some form of benefit/
reward package for social workers 
taking students on placements.  Practice 
teacher’s caseload needs to reflect 
student on placement as this is extra 
demands on workers and it sometimes 
discourage workers from taking 
students.

I wish my caseload was reduced in order to accommodate this extra piece of work.  More support 
of CPD folders and how to integrate them into practice.

Practice teacher case load / time: 
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Maybe have practice teachers’ 
meetings to discuss different styles of 
teaching and for students to discuss 
different styles of learning. Provide 
the opportunity for students to spend 
some time on other teams.

classroom style induction where 
various practice teachers form 
different departments give 
students overview of their work, a 
direct learning project.

I would suggest that as a starting 
point this form is altered to reflect 
the role that scw and SCL s have 
as practice teachers

I think we need to be more service friendly 
towards students as I was disappointed 
about the lateness of the equipment 
laptop and phone coming. Also Tusla 
should make an arrangement to include 
travel reimbursement for students which 
I have been asking for a long time with 
no positive. on one home visit made the 
student to (X County) which helped the 
assessment a lot the student had to foot 
the bill for the travel expenses. Also 
where I was able to take the student out 
for lunches to reward her hard work and 
praise and recognise her work it would be 
nice of Tusla paid for some of this and give 
the team a bursary allowance as such.

Other comments and suggestions included: 

Prepare and be aware of the 
amount of work it takes with 
having a student, but it is 
incredibly enjoyable and great to 
see when you observe someone’s 
confidence and skills develop 
over the placement time.

to hold group student support meetings and 
to look at a system where students are able 
to swap placements for a week to get a feel 
of other areas.

It has been mentioned by student that a lot of the focus within student support services 
in Tusla is social work based and social care doesn’t get a lot of attention in terms of the 
workings with children, 1-1 interventions and roles within teams.

‘I think there should be an expectation that students are taken by all teams and TUSLA needs to 
demonstrate a commitment to doing this with adequate resources in terms of technology, office 
space and time for staff given to this. This will support future recruitment.
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Would you be 
willing to take a 
student again on 
placement?

Based on your experience would you be 
willing to take a student again on placement? 

Please provide reasons for your above answer:

Not at the moment. I feel there is not 
enough of an incentive for practice teachers 
to take on students.

It was a 
challenge in 
consideration 
of also 
carrying a 
caseload.

It has been too difficult. It was too stressful.

I think for me it is too much of a time 
commitment on top of my workload. I 
wanted to have a student to role model 
for my team who I am encouraging to 
take students.

Until restrictions lifted this is not appropriate for staff to hold this pressure on top of the 
additional demands placed on Tusla Staff to role a service during covid.

The following are the comments left by the six 
respondents who said no: 
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The following are some of the comments left by the 
respondents who selected yes: 

I have learned a lot from this 
placement and have reflected on 
how I might do things differently.  I 
welcome the opportunity to do so.

I am always taking students 
because they help me to keep up to 
date on theories and approaches 
and legislation and I know how 
valuable practice teaching is in 
the learning of students.having a student on placement who is 

engaged with their placement experiences 
brings many positives to the social work 
team to which they come, theory, new 
research, enthusiasm, willingness to 
learn and to question, new ideas.  It is 
also beneficial in terms of continued 
links with teaching colleges and with 
colleagues in other areas and in other 
social work disciplines.

As noted throughout I liked the challenge, my 
student was motivated and capable which of 
course influenced my experience. I liked having 
to reflect more on how I do things and I think I 
learned a lot about myself.

Students need placements in order to 
become social workers, and placements offer 
excellent learning opportunities. I would be 
open to taking a student in the future.

I really enjoyed my time as a practice 
teacher and I am happy to take on a 
student again in the future.

It was an insightful process, and I feel taking students 
within the local area is key to staff recruitment so to 
ensure new staff I would continue to do it.

I enjoyed the experience and think 
we should all take the time to help 
those wishing to pursue this career.

I enjoyed having a student. I like hearing fresh perspectives on issues. It helps me reflect on my 
own practice. It very satisfying to guide eager and enthusiastic students who want to learn and 
who see the value in this area of work.

Thoroughly enjoy 
supervising students 
and feel it has many 
benefits for my own 
practice
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Some selected yes but left comments detailing that it 
would depend, or they would not like to right away or 
during pandemic: 

I would consider in a years time, too much work to complete every year

Yes I would- but not this year and with Covid I’d be more inclined to wait until after the 
pandemic ends so it’s easier.

I would like to take a break 
from taking on a student 
at this time but look to 
have a student again in the 
future.

‘I would be very hesitant in future and would 
want more information from the University in 
advance of taking a student regarding their current 
knowledge. I would ask a lot more questions at 
the introductory meeting and advise what I expect 
from the student to proceed.

I will take a student again however I am extremely hesitant in doing so. There needs to be better 
communication around the ending of placements.
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Summary and Analysis

The national student placement co-ordination system has been operational 
in Tusla since January 2020, which co-incided with the onset of the global 
Covid-19 pandemic and which severely impacted and disrupted student 
placements in the Agency and in other placement providing statutory 
and non-statutory agencies in Ireland. 

Tusla responded very proactively to this at the request 
of the HEIs by facilitating students, primarily final year 
students, to complete placements remotely with the 
provision of ICT equipment which enabled them to 
graduate on time.

Placement provision in Tusla continued and in fact 
increased substantially with the September 2020 and 
January 2021 cohorts of social work students and also, 
in parallel, saw an increase of 200 new practice teachers 
taking students for the first time. The Tusla database 
for practice teachers/educators currently stands at 543, 
although not all will be active simultaneously. 

The dissemination of the Student Placement Feedback 
Questionnaire and equivalent for practice teachers 
in 2021 is an important step in the Agency’s efforts to 
measure and assess the impact and quality of practice 
placements and towards ensuring that all students are 
receiving the same high-quality information and support 
they need to succeed in their placement within the 
Agency and in their journey towards becoming confident, 
skilled social work and social care practitioners. 

The Questionnaire has provided valuable feedback and 
an extensive insight into practice teachers’ experience 
of providing a placement for students. Practice teachers 
were very open and honest in their responses, in 
particular about identifying the challenges posed by 
practice teaching in the Agency, which has resulted in a 
rich and detailed qualitative data and commentary. 

The information presents a strong case that placements 
provision in Tusla is very good and students are gaining 
valuable experience and learning. It’s important to 
note that despite Level 5 restrictions and lockdown in 
Ireland during the course of student placements, 86% of 
practice teachers reported having a very satisfactory or 
satisfactory experience of hosting a student on placement 
in Tusla and based on this experience 92% said they 
would be willing to take a student again. 

Practice teachers provided placements in a variety of 
community based social work teams including Screening, 
Duty and Intake, Child Protection and Welfare, Children 
in Care and Fostering. A number of students were placed 
in specialist or national teams in the Agency. It was noted 

a couple of times throughout questionnaire answers 
that the questionnaire was very specific to social work 
and so for a community based social care placement the 
activities provided were not always as relevant. 

For nearly 50% of practice teachers who completed 
the questionnaire this was their first time taking a 
student, while 45 respondents (54%) had taken a student 
previously. 30 respondents (36%) had been a practice 
teacher for four years or more so students were being 
supported on placement by both experienced and new to 
role practice teachers.

 

Practice teachers appeared to 
a learn a lot from the process 
of taking a student in terms 
of developing new skills in 
mentoring, supervision, 
case management and 
prioritisation of cases within 
a busy and demanding child 
protection environment. 
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As alluded to earlier there was confusion in answering the 
questions in this section. A requirement of becoming a 
practice teacher is that you undertake a practice teaching 
course and 56 respondents to the questionnaire (67%) 
had taken a course in one of the social work or social 
care education providing colleges. A majority found the 
respective courses to be very helpful to them in taking 
a student and comments from practice teachers on the 
course provision were largely around the course being 
longer, i.e. more than one or two days, more clarity on 
the placement process or more specific information / 
examples. 

Many of the Areas where students were on placement 
and with the support of the Placement Co-ordinator 
had developed induction packs as part of pre placement 
preparation for students arriving, although this was not in 
place in all areas. The ICT team have been instrumental 
in supporting and enabling placements during the 
pandemic and for the most part students had access to 
laptops and phones either prior to or at the beginning of 
placements. However, there were a number of students 
where this was not the case or when technical issues 
were present and persistent and equipment was not 
available or NCCIS training provided until a number of 
weeks into the placement. This had a detrimental effect 
on these student’s placement experience and proved very 
frustrating for many of their practice teachers.

Practice teachers reported that despite the Covid-19 
restrictions or particular team their students were on, 
they were still in a position to provide a wide range 
of learning opportunities and placement activities 
for students to enable them to achieve their learning 
goals and that the majority of the placement activities 
listed in the questionnaire students were able to 
participate in.  Additional activities afforded students 
included attendance at conferences, commissioning 
of psychological assessments, conducting research 
through interviewing former service users on their 
service experience, reviewing inquiry reports, developing 
counselling skills and observation of Specialist Garda 
Interviews. 

Practice teachers noted that they made a distinction 
between first and second placements and students 
assessed capacity, resulting in either an increased 
amount of shadowing and hand holding where students 
required this or increased autonomy and responsibility 
in managing more complex and challenging cases and 
working on the student’s own initiative.

A significant portion of respondents did however 
also leave comments saying there were knowledge, 
information and potential practice learning areas 
or opportunities missing and they specified areas 
they thought the student missed out on during their 
placement. These included shadowing, attending or 
observing court, office work life experience, face to face 

work with both team and children and families, working 
on or observing different teams / departments and home 
visits. These missing knowledge, information and practice 
areas were similar to those left by student respondents. 

Practice teachers appeared to a learn a lot from the 
process of taking a student in terms of developing new 
skills in mentoring, supervision, case management 
and prioritisation of cases within a busy and 
demanding child protection environment. They 
welcomed and embraced the opportunity to engage in 
reflective practice, to build on the theoretical perspectives 
and latest practice developments that students bring from 
third level courses and to enable students to link theory 
to practice in a concrete and coherent way. Practice 
teachers commented on how having students on 
placement delivering a service based on the Agency’s 
business processes resulted in practice teachers 
interrogating and scrutinising more closely their 
own practice and having to explain to student’s why 
and how the Agency intervenes and practices with 
children and families as it does.  

Practice teachers noted how students energise a team 
and consistently made reference to the importance of 
support from both managers, team members and fellow 
practice teachers. They welcomed the support provided 
by the respective colleges. Respondents commented that 
students make an invaluable contribution to the work of 
the whole team and that they as supervisors/teachers gain 
considerable satisfaction from seeing students grow and 
learn and increase their confidence and competence as 
the placement progresses.

Practice teachers were asked what they enjoyed least 
and presented as most challenging for them in having a 
student on placement. The majority of comments left can 
be divided into three main categories: time management-
especially regarding supervision, workload balance, and 
working remotely / Covid-19 restrictions. Whether a first 
time or experienced practice teacher, many respondents 
commented that they had not anticipated or had 
forgotten how demanding on their own workload taking a 
student can be. This was particularly the case with regard 
to weekly supervision, which not only took a considerable 
time out of the daily and weekly workload, but also 
required preparation time in advance of the session itself. 
Some practice teachers were conscious of the impact that 
practice teaching had on managing their own caseload and 
in taking and needing time for themselves in the middle 
of the pandemic. Covid also affected and limited learning 
experiences for some students with less opportunity for 
face to face contact with children and families or with the 
practice teacher and fellow colleagues in the teams. For 
some practice teachers there was an ever present concern 
about managing and keeping everyone safe from Covid.
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Recommendations/Suggestions for Improvement 

Respondents when asked to recommend improvements to 
placements suggested that ICT should be set up before or 
within the first two weeks of placement and that NCCIS 
training should be facilitated in this early time frame also. 

Although many Areas have developed student induction 
programmes there was a suggestion that induction should 
be standardised nationally to ensure consistency for all 
students attending placements and facilitate practice 
teachers providing placements. The additional workload 
that student placements bring is reflected in the Agency’s 
Caseload Management System and remuneration from 
the colleges, however there were some comments to the 
effect that practice teachers/educators require further 
support. This could be achieved through regular practice 
teacher meetings in Areas to discuss different styles of 
teaching and different styles of learning for students. 

Similar to the student’s feedback there is consensus that 
all teams in Tusla should be expected to take students  
and that every student on placement gets an opportunity 
to experience the work undertaken by other teams in 
their Area.

In response to the recommendations made by both 
practice teachers and students in the questionnaire a more 
streamlined ICT system has been introduced in the Agency 
from the beginning of the September 2021 academic year 
and for the cohorts of students on placement in Tusla. This 
is resulting in a more efficient and timely distribution of 
laptops and phones. In addition to this a working group 
has been established to develop a standardised Student 
Induction Programme. One of the activities in the PDIP 
project Implementation Plan is to establish a practice 
teacher learning community involving practice teachers/
educators, students and third level providers and an event 
to commence this is being planned for 2022.

Conclusion

The findings from the questionnaire and this report are 
evidence of the positive impact practice placements have 
on students and in becoming confident, competent and 
skilled social work and social care professionals. The 
significant role that practice teachers and their teams play 
in a student’s placement experience and development 
cannot be overstated and practice teachers and their efforts 
are the biggest contribution to students experiencing 
positive placements within Tusla and in returning to work 
in the Agency post qualifying.
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Appendix 2

Practice Teacher Feedback Questionnaire 

Introduction

Tusla – the Child and Family Agency is committed 
to providing quality and consistent student practice 
placements. We are anxious to standardise the student 
experience that we offer and to ensure that students have 
a rewarding, challenging and quality learning experience 
which adequately prepares them to practice as a social 
worker. Critical to this is the role that you as practice 
teachers play in the management and supervision of 
placements and the provision of a range of experiences 
and learning and development opportunities for students. 

In this regard Tusla is requesting each practice teacher 
to complete a feedback questionnaire at the end of their 
student’s placement. Please be as honest and constructive 
in your feedback as possible. Your feedback is important 
and appreciated and will help inform Tusla of how to 
continue to provide good quality placement experiences 
for students. Your responses are confidential and all 
responses will be collated, analysed and an overall report 
on the questionnaire findings will be produced.

Practice Teacher details:

Name:

Course your student was on:

What year of course:

Was this a first or second placement? 

First •    Second •

Area where placement undertaken e.g. Cork, Dublin 
North City, Louth/Meath: 

Was this your first time taking a student:

Yes •   No •

If no, how long have you been a practice teacher?

If yes, did you complete a practice teacher course?

What course and when?

Was it helpful?

What was missing and/or what would have made the 
course more helpful to you as a first time practice 
teacher?
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Please indicate whether you covered the following as part of your pre-placement preparation.

How would you rate your 
overall practice teaching 
experience?  

OVERALL PRACTICE 
TEACHING EXPERIENCE

VERY
UNSATISFACTORY UNSATISFACTORY

NEITHER 
UNSATISFACTORY 

OR 
SATISFACTORY

SATISFACTORY VERY 
SATISFACTORY

Please provide reasons for your answer:

Please expand on any of your answers from above or provide any additional comments regarding    
pre-placement preparation.

My student was provided with sufficient   
pre-placement information which adequately 
prepared them for the placement.  

Covid-19 information and advice for staff

Children First/GDPR training

Return to work / Remote working process

Phone, laptop set up

Communication with college and Tusla

PRE-PLACEMENT PREPARATION YES PARTIALLY NO
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Please indicate whether you provided the following as part of your student’s induction.

Please expand on any of your answers from above or provide any additional comments regarding your student’s 
induction.

Induction helped the student to understand their 
role, responsibilities, Tusla Area services and 
structure e.g.  child protection, fostering, TESS, 
DSGBV, PPFS.

Getting to know allied services and agencies Tusla 
works with (virtually)

Tusla HUB – EPPI, Signs of Safety, Health and 
Wellbeing

Tusla online training/courses

Training on the National Child Care Information 
System (NCCIS)

Personal office space/Desk

MS Teams, ICT Support

Covid-19 guidance on delivery of frontline services

Policies e.g. Health and Safety, Code of Conduct

National business processes

Legislation 

INDUCTION YES PARTIALLY NO
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Please indicate whether you provided the following activities during your student’s placement.

Overall my student was provided with enough 
practice activity to satisfy CORU proficiency domain 
competencies

Weekly supervision 

Completion of network checks and interviews

Completion of Intake Records

Preliminary enquiries

Case work and management

Co-working cases with practice teacher

Development of assessment/analytical skills

Direct work with children

Office/home visits

Standardised National Business Processes

Signs of Safety—mapping, safety statements, and 
safety goals and plan

Chronologies

PLACEMENT ACTIVITY YES PARTIALLY NO

We understand that there are many different services 
within Tusla where students can develop valuable 
experience. Please note the list of placement activities 
outlined below is not exhaustive. We also appreciate 
that some of the activities may not be a feature for your 
student’s placement setting.
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Group supervision

Access  - arranging, facilitation and supervision

Report / letter writing 

Student’s own independent case work

Shadowing / observing 

Observation of Court

Child Protection Conferences

Family Welfare Conferences

Child in Care Reviews 

Fostering committees/reviews/link work

Professionals’ meetings

Attendance at Team meetings

Recording of case notes/minutes of meetings

Reviewing files/file structure/filing

Other 

PLACEMENT ACTIVITY YES PARTIALLY NO

Please expand on any of your answers from above or provide any additional comments regarding your student’s 
placement activities.
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Please indicate which answer best describes your student’s learning opportunities during   
their placement

My student was provided with a good level of 
responsibility

My student was provided with a good variety of work 
exposure and experience

As a practice teacher I was provided with sufficient 
support and learning opportunities from my line 
manager/management team

My student was provided with a sufficient amount of 
onsite support (both formal and informal)

LEARNING OPPORTUNTIES YES PARTIALLY NO

Please expand on any of your answers from above or provide any additional comments regarding learning 
opportunities during your student’s placement.

Do you think there were any knowledge, information 
or potential learning areas missing from your student’s 
placement? 

Do you think there were any practice areas missing 
from your student’s placement?

What did you enjoy most about having a student on 
placement?

What was most helpful about having a student on 
placement?

What did you enjoy least about having a student on 
placement?

What did you find most challenging while having a 
student on placement?

What advice or suggestions would you give to Tusla in 
relation to future practice placements for both practice 
teachers and students?

Based on your experience would you be willing to take a 
student again on placement?

Yes •   No •  

Please provide reasons for your above answer.
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